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Welcome
Thank you for choosing Enduro Labs!
This manual shows you how to use and
care for your Equine Fitness Tracker.

Introduction
This game-changing affordable Equine
Fitness Tracker brings real-time data
insights to all horse owners, riders,
trainers and equine professionals. The
solution is suitable for all equine
disciplines and has been developed
alongside racehorse trainers, endurance
riders, vets and equine experts. The
product has been tested in all weather
conditions and on a range of horses.

Enduro FIT - Mobile App
The ultimate Equine Fitness Tracker app
for mobile devices. Compatible with
Android 8 and iOS 13.x or later. The app
connects wirelessly to an Enduro HR
sensor and Enduro GS smart fabric girth
sleeve. Enduro FIT provides real-time
HR, location, speed and distance
allowing you to monitor your horse’s
health, exercise and performance.

Enduro HR - Wireless Heart Rate Sensor
The Enduro HR sensor is attached to the Enduro
GS smart fabric girth sleeve during exercise and
measures your horse's heart rate in real-time
and sends the information wirelessly to the
Enduro FIT mobile application.
Enduro HR is a Bluetooth Smart device,
compatible with the majority of iOS and Android
smartphones.

Figure 1 - Enduro HR Sensor (bottom view)

Getting Started
Download and install the Enduro FIT mobile app
from the App Store or Google Play.

To monitor your horse’s heart rate at rest, during
exercise and recovery you must first pair your
Enduro HR device with the Enduro FIT app.

Attaching the Enduro HR to the sleeve
The Enduro HR sensor is attached to the Enduro
GS smart fabric girth sleeve by sliding the sensor
sideways into the soft rubber enclosure (Fig.3).

Figure 3 - Enduro HR insertion and removal

Insert the HR sensor into the rubber enclosure.
Ensure the HR sensor ‘E’ logo matches the
orientation of the ‘E’ logo on the rubber
enclosure. With the snap terminals (T1 and T2)
positioned above the two press studs, carefully
push down on the sensor. You will hear a snap
when inserted. Once inserted, the rubber
enclosure will prevent the Enduro HR from falling
off during exercise.

Package Contents
1 x Enduro GS - Smart Fabric Girth Sleeve
1 x Enduro HR - Wireless Heart Rate Sensor
1 x User Manual

Please visit our Enduro Labs website for more
product information, including our FAQs.

www.enduroequine.com
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Enduro GS - Smart Fabric Girth Sleeve
The Enduro GS is a simple to use, slip-on smart
fabric girth sleeve. Lightweight and comfortable,
it can be fitted in minutes. The sleeve will not
rub, chafe or snag; it has no elastic straps, bulky
electronics, exposed fixings, velcro, clips, wires
or protruding electrodes.
The sleeve’s smart fabric stretchable design is
hard-wearing, hand washable and acts as a
barrier to sweat, minimising cross-contamination
between horses that are sharing equipment.
The design enables the Enduro HR sensor to
reliably detect and measure heart rate at rest,
during exercise and recovery. The Enduro HR
sensor is attached to the sleeve using two press
stud connectors housed in a soft rubber
enclosure for easy fitting and removal.
To monitor your horse’s heart rate accurately
there must be good electrical contact between
the sleeve’s electrodes and the horse's skin.
Wetting the horse's belly/chest hair in the areas
where the sleeve electrodes touch the horse is
essential before using the Enduro GS. If your
horse has long or thick belly/chest hair you may
need to clip it to improve contact and reliability.

Enduro HR quick pair guide
1. Open the Enduro FIT app and go to

SETTINGS > HR SENSOR option.
2. Moisten your thumbs, touch and hold the HR

sensor snap terminals (T1 and T2) to wake up
the device (Fig.2).

3. Select PAIR once the app finds your sensor.
4. Once paired, within range and awake, the app

shows the device as connected and will send
HR data and battery status to the app.

Figure 2 - Quick pairing process

Note, pairing is only required when you use a
new or different Enduro HR device. You must
unpair previously connected devices if you wish
to pair a different Enduro HR device.

Detaching the Enduro HR from the sleeve
Lever up one side of the sensor with your finger
so that one snap terminal is removed from its
associated press stud. Offset the sensor slightly
so the snap terminal is no longer aligned above
the press stud and then pull up the other side of
the sensor. Once both snap terminals are
removed from the press studs the sensor can
slide out sideways from the rubber enclosure.

Changing the battery (CR2032)
1. Open the Enduro FIT app and go to

SETTINGS > HR SENSOR to check the level
of the active paired Enduro HR sensor battery.
Replace the battery if the level is <25% or if
the sensor fails to connect with the app.

2. Using a coin, remove the back of the Enduro
HR sensor by inserting it into the slot and
turning counterclockwise to the “unlock”
position.  Remove the old battery.

3. Insert the new CR2032 battery back inside the
cover with the negative (-) side outward. For
safety, ensure you use the correct battery.

4. Replace the back casing and use the coin to
turn clockwise to tighten to the “lock” position.

http://www.endurolabs.co.uk


Fitting the Enduro GS to your horse
Designed for ease of use, the on-sleeve text
and markings will help you quickly fit the sleeve.
Familiarise yourself with the on-sleeve text.
1. Attach the paired HR sensor to Enduro GS.
2. Before saddling up as normal, carefully pull

the sleeve over the girth ensuring the ‘LEFT’
on-sleeve text is on the left side of the girth.

3. Rotate the sleeve so the elliptical electrodes
and ‘WET SKIN’ on-sleeve text will be up
against the horse’s skin. When fitted the
Enduro HR soft rubber enclosure and ‘LEFT’
on-sleeve text need to be facing away from
the horse’s body (as shown in Fig.5).

4. Using a sponge/cloth and water, wet the
horse's belly/chest hair where the Enduro GS
electrodes will make contact with the horse’s
body. Ensure the surrounding areas of hair
are wet to allow for any girth movement when
riding. Fig.4 shows the horse’s right side that
you need to wet. Use gentle pressure,
moving your hand in all directions to
massage the water deep down into the roots
of the hair. In the same way, wet the horse’s
left side to ensure good contact and reliability.

7. Check the Enduro HR sensor is still attached.
8. Fig. 5 shows the horse saddled up with the

Enduro HR sensor and ‘LEFT’ on-sleeve text
clearly visible from the left side of the horse.

9. Your sleeve is ready to monitor your horse’s
HR at rest, during exercise and recovery!

Figure 5 - Ready to exercise

Equine Fitness Tracker issues
If the heart rate is not displayed on your phone it
may be for one or more of the following reasons:
1. Poor contact between the sleeve’s electrodes

and the horse's skin due to an incorrectly fitted
sleeve, inadequate wetting of the horse’s hair
or the horse’s belly/chest hair is too long.

2. The Enduro HR sensor battery level is low, not
paired correctly or incorrectly fitted within the
sleeve’s soft rubber enclosure.

Cleaning and maintenance
This information will help you keep the product in
good condition and ensure reliable HR readings.
Caring for your Enduro HR
1. To preserve battery life and prevent snap

oxidation, detach the sensor from the Enduro
GS after every use and wipe clean, especially
the terminals (T1 and T2) with a dry soft cloth.

2. Clean the sensor with mild soap and water
solution when needed. Never use alcohol, any
abrasive cloth or chemicals.

3. Store the sensor in a cool dry place. To
prevent snap oxidation, do not store the
sensor wet in non-breathable material. Do not
store the sensor in direct sunlight.

General tips
1. When pairing, ensure your phone is within 3m

of the HR sensor. If the app finds multiple
devices ensure you pair with the correct
device, matching the ID on your sensor.

2. The horse’s belly/chest hair needs to be wet
between the skin and electrodes to ensure
good electrical contact and reliable HR
readings.

3. The Enduro HR wireless data signal will be
degraded if it passes through the horse’s
body. Therefore you should ideally place the
Bluetooth connected mobile phone in your left
pocket for reliable heart rate monitoring.

4. To improve performance your phone should
be secured in a tight-fitting pocket.

5. If a martingale is used, loop it over the sleeve
before buckling the girth. Ensure the sleeve is
centred along the girth and the martingale
does not overlap the sleeve electrodes.

Notes
The Enduro HR Sensor is for equine fitness
guidance and is not an approved medical device.
If you have any health concerns for your horse
please contact your local equine vet.

Figure 4 - Preparing your horse

5. Now fit the saddle and buckle the girth on the
right side of the horse as normal. Move to
the left side of the horse, reach underneath
and pull the end of the girth towards you.

6. Ensure the sleeve is centred underneath the
horse using the on-sleeve centre markers as
guidance. Ensure the sleeve has not twisted
or rotated before slowly pulling the girth tight;
buckle it on the left side.

Recording your Ride using Enduro FIT
1. Open the Enduro FIT mobile app. Select your

horse and activity from the idle screen.
2. The paired Enduro HR sensor will connect

automatically to the app when the sensor is
attached to the Enduro GS and there is good
contact between the sleeve’s electrodes and
the horse's skin. The horse’s heart rate
reading will appear in the Enduro FIT app idle
screen. Allow the HR reading to stabilise for
up to 30secs before starting the app session.

3. When you have completed your ride ensure
you slide the stop button on the app before
removing the Enduro GS. This will prevent
the Enduro GS from incorrectly recording HR
readings once the sleeve has been removed
from your horse.

Removing the Enduro GS from your horse
1. At the end of your ride, remove the girth and

sleeve from your horse. Detach the sensor
from the Enduro GS and wipe clean with a dry
soft cloth, especially the snap terminals.

2. Carefully wipe clean and fully dry the Enduro
GS after each use. Please read the Enduro
care guidelines.

Caring for your Enduro GS
Remember, the Enduro GS won’t last forever; it
wears out like other equine tack garments.
1. Accumulation of sweat, salt and dirt on the

Enduro GS smart fabric girth sleeve reduces
the accuracy and reliability of the HR
measurement. It is recommended that you
remove the Enduro HR after every use, wipe
the Enduro GS clean with a wet sponge or
towel and hang it to dry.

2. The Enduro GS must be fully dry before use.
3. Hand wash the Enduro GS when dirt becomes

noticeable. If needed, use a small amount of
mild detergent. Do not use any type of brush
or abrasive sponge/cloth or stretch, crease,
twist or fold the electrodes during washing.

4. Do not use strong detergents, fabric softeners,
bleaches, abrasives materials or chemicals.

5. Do not tumble dry. Do not iron. Hang to
thoroughly dry using the GS hanger label.

6. Store the Enduro GS flat or suspended, in a
cool and dry place, do not twist, fold or curl.
Do not store in direct sunlight.

7. Do not overstretch, crease, twist or fold the
Enduro GS smart fabric girth sleeve.

Enduro Labs guarantee for equine products
Enduro Labs products are developed and
manufactured by Siametric Systems Limited for
use in equine disciplines. Each product is tested
before it is shipped. This guarantee does not
affect the customer's statutory rights.
This limited guarantee is issued by Siametric
Systems Limited for customers who have
purchased this product in the UK and guarantees
the original purchaser that the product will be
free from defects in material or workmanship for
12 months from the date of purchase. The
receipt for the original purchase is your proof of
purchase. The guarantee does not cover
wearing parts, like batteries, and Enduro GS,
normal wear and tear of the product, damage
due to misuse, abuse, accidents or
non-compliance with the precautions; improper
maintenance, cracked, broken or scratched
cases, modified or altered products or their parts.
The guarantee does not cover any damages,
losses, costs or expenses, direct, indirect or
incidental, consequential or special, arising out
of, or related to the product. Items purchased
second hand are not covered by warranty.


